Nabi Sinks Rcb in IPL with Special Spell

NEW DELHI - Afghanistan’s all-rounder Mohammad Nabi, who is playing for Sunrisers Hyderabad in the Indian Premier League (IPL), got a dream spell of four for 11 to fashion a thrilling 19-run win for the Orange Army at the Rajiv Gandhi Stadium on Sunday.

Sunday’s match was Nabi’s first match of the season for Sunrisers.

It was a no-show from Virat Kohli’s Royal Challengers Bangalore (RCB) in an IPL match against Bhuvneshwar Kumar-led Sunrisers Hyderabad.

Sunrisers’ Jimmy Rainey and David Warner slammed quickfire centuries to dent the visitors.

RCB lost the script very early. Chasing a massive total of 232, RCB lost the very first wicket to be stumped by Bairstow as he outfoxed Shimron Hetmyer.

The equation for the Orange Army was 232/1 as the team built a major lead.

Shimron Hetmyer, AB de Villiers fire centuries to dent the visitors.

Mumbai Indians’ Mahipal Lomror faced four balls and was run out by RCB’s Dube.
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